
My tumblr thesis was that by tracking repetition through Heathers, we are better able to 
see the violence and apathy endemic in their society, as well as the reasons behind their violence. 
This violence can be attributed to plastic/mass produced identities- identities subject to 
conformity.  

Repetition in Heathers helps us to explore how conformity is the root of the 
cyclical/systemic problems the characters deal with: the repetition of color distinguishes between 
characters and shows their role within the Westerburg society. For example, I go in deep about 
the color red and how it symbolizes strength, which connotes the ability to lead/set trends/be 
what people are conforming to, essentially. Repetition of scenes/lines of dialogue/images shows 
us how plastic identities stay the same even when circumstances change, and generally shocks 
the viewer in a “look how far we’ve come” kind of way. It also helps us to see that the violence 
experienced by the characters isn’t an anomalous experience in Sherwood, Ohio; it’s all 
connected and part of a cycle of violence.  

The resolution is for a nonconformist to become a leader (vis-a-vis red scunci), but to 
retain her own identity (dark clothing), and begin doing new, unprecedented things, such as hang 
out with the most unpopular conformist at school. Thus, a transition on Veronica’s part from 
having a plastic identity to having a genuine identity, which I connect to queer identity. I also 
subtly imply that this is a queer movie because of Heather (the echoes) Davis, and also this 
movie spawned a musical and apparently a show without having sexually reproduced to my 
knowledge.  

My general strategy was to cry because I had to create an elaborate system and 
individually date these posts in order to make them show up correctly, because otherwise my 
blog just felt like those posts that are like “tried you” because they reblogged a set of posts out of 
order. However, since my blog was a more conventional essay, it made more sense to have it 
read like one. I also liked the endless scroll feature because I think having separate pages gives 
the viewer a break from the repetition, while the scroll itself feels endless and repetitive. I 
reblogged some of my own posts, and even I was getting confused scrolling through. Good! 

I reblogged external tumblr content and generally added pictures and videos and made 
comments in the tags which weren’t necessarily from or specifically about the film, but which 
contributed to the general aesthetic of the film, which was repetitive, violent, sexual, ironic, 
funny, etc. At one point I reblog Pokemon to imply Mean Girls because that film deliberately 
apes (conforms to? Repeats??) the Heathers aesthetic. We went deep, here. The aesthetic is more 
important to this movie than to most because it conveys the interminably threatening vibe 
perfectly. And also all of the themes and the tone and it’s just an aesthetic movie, what can I say. 
I couldn’t just write dry academia about this movie, and no one should, because something 
important will be missing. How can you even understand this movie if you can’t feel the power 
behind Heather Chandler’s spit take?  

This blog should only be read while listening to Selena in order to be closer to my artistic 
vision. 


